Daily family stress and HPA axis functioning during adolescence: The moderating role of sleep
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A B S T R A C T

The present study examined the moderating role of sleep in the association between family demands and conflict and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis functioning in a sample of ethnically diverse adolescents (n=316). Adolescents completed daily diary reports of family demands and conflict for 15 days, and wore actigraph watches during the first 8 nights to assess sleep. Participants also provided five saliva samples for 3 consecutive days to assess diurnal cortisol rhythms. Regression analyses indicated that sleep latency and efficiency moderated the link between family demands and the cortisol awakening response. Specifically, family demands were related to a smaller cortisol awakening response only among adolescents with longer sleep latency and lower sleep efficiency. These results suggest that certain aspects of HPA axis functioning may be sensitive to family demands primarily in the context of longer sleep latency and lower sleep efficiency.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The family environment during childhood and adolescence is important for the development of health. Youth from a family environment marked by socioeconomic disadvantage, a lack of support and structure, hostility, and conflict are at higher risk for developing poor mental and physical health outcomes such as depression, substance use, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and obesity (Miller et al., 2011; Repetti et al., 2002). Family stress may contribute to physical health through its influence on the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Stress modulates the production and release of cortisol, which follows a diurnal rhythm, peaking in the morning approximately 30–45 min after waking, and declining across the day until its nadir around midnight (Pruessner et al., 1997). A large body of work has linked family stress during childhood and adolescence to deviations from this pattern (Repetti et al., 2002). For instance, maternal separation has been linked to a larger cortisol awakening response (CAR) and a flatter diurnal cortisol slope (Kumari et al., 2012). Lower maternal involvement and warmth and poorer marital relationships have also been associated with a flatter diurnal slope and greater average cortisol output among youth (Pendry and Adam, 2007). However, not all individuals react similarly to their environment, and variation in biological stress responses partially depend on individual difference factors (Ellis and Boyce, 2011). Given its links to the HPA axis and regulation of cognitive and emotional functioning relevant to stress processes, sleep may be one such factor contributing to individual differences in sensitivity to family stress. The present study examined the role of sleep in the association between everyday family stress and adolescent HPA axis functioning.

The sleep–wake cycle and HPA secretion of cortisol largely depend on a circadian rhythm centrally regulated by the suprachiasmatic nuclei in the hypothalamus (Buckley and Schatzberg, 2005). Thus, HPA secretion of cortisol is intimately linked with sleep. During the first few hours of sleep, levels of cortisol remain
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low and subsequently rise throughout the sleep period until morning awakening (Balbo et al., 2010). Given these links, sleep difficulties have been associated with altered HPA functioning in both adults and youth. Among adults, experimentally-induced partial and total sleep loss increased evening levels of cortisol (Leproult et al., 1997; Spiegel et al., 1999) and total cortisol output (Wright et al., 2015). Additionally, circadian misalignment decreased total cortisol output and CAR (Griefahn and Robens, 2008; Wright et al., 2015), and trouble falling and staying asleep were related to a flatter diurnal slope (Kumari et al., 2009). Among youth, experimentally-induced acute sleep restriction resulted in a diminished CAR (Gribbin et al., 2012), and shorter sleep duration was related to a flatter diurnal slope (Zeiders et al., 2011), lower waking levels of cortisol (Vargas and Lopez-Duran, 2014), and a greater CAR (Lemola et al., 2015; Raikkonen et al., 2010; Vargas and Lopez-Duran, 2014). Lower sleep efficiency has also been linked to higher afternoon levels of cortisol (El-Sheikh et al., 2008) and total cortisol throughout the day (Raikkonen et al., 2010).

Importantly, sleep may moderate the effects of family stress on the HPA axis. The transactional theory of stress (Lazarus, 1966; Lazarus and Folkman, 1984) posits that the effects of stress depend on individuals’ cognitive appraisals of threat and resources to cope. Similarly and more specifically, the cognitive-contextual framework (Grych and Fincham, 1990) suggests that the effects of family stress on youths’ adjustment is mediated by youths’ appraisals. Notably, sleep is critical to cognitive appraisal and coping processes. In one study, poor and good sleepers reported equal number of stressful events, but poor sleepers perceived stressors to be more intense (Morin et al., 2003). In past experimental studies, sleep-deprived individuals rated mild stressors as more stressful (Minkel et al., 2012) and exhibited greater amygdala responses to negative emotional stimuli (Motomura et al., 2013). Inadequate sleep has also been linked to poorer executive function (Anderson et al., 2009) and emotion regulation (Baum et al., 2014; Mauss et al., 2013), both of which contribute to coping processes (Compton et al., 2011; Garnefski et al., 2001; Villegas and Cruz, 2015). Appraisals of stressors and coping strategies, in turn, contribute to HPA reactivity to and recovery from stress (Bohnen et al., 1991; Gaab et al., 2005; Off et al., 2005). As a regulator of these processes, sleep may contribute to variability in the stress-HPA association.

The moderating role of sleep on the effects of stress during youth development has been previously proposed (El-Sheikh et al., 2010), and a growing body of literature supports this notion. For instance, peer victimization was more strongly related to internalizing symptoms among adolescents with more perceived sleep problems compared to those with fewer perceived sleep problems (Tu et al., 2015). Similarly, perceived discrimination was related to more depressive symptoms and externalizing behaviors among adolescents with shorter sleep duration and poorer perceived sleep quality (El-Sheikh et al., 2016; Yip, 2015). In regards to family functioning, adolescents exhibited more aggressive behaviors in the context of greater marital conflict and shorter subjective sleep duration and inconsistent sleep schedules (Lemola et al., 2012). In the context of family economic adversity and poor sleep (i.e., objective shorter sleep duration and low sleep efficiency), maternal psychological control was related to higher levels of depressive and anxiety symptoms among youth (El-Sheikh et al., 2010). By contrast, maternal sensitivity was related to fewer internalizing and externalizing symptoms for children who slept longer during infancy (Bordeleau et al., 2012) and to better executive functioning for children who had more consolidated sleep during infancy (Bernier et al., 2014). Although growing evidence supports sleep as a moderator of the effects of psychosocial stress, this body of work has focused primarily on socio-emotional outcomes. The present study builds on this work by examining sleep’s moderating role in the relation between family stressors and biological functioning, namely the HPA axis.

Prior work on the role of sleep in the effects of experimentally induced stress on HPA responses points to the possibility that sleep may also moderate the link between family stress and HPA axis functioning. Low sleep efficiency was associated with greater levels of cortisol after a laboratory social stressor among 8- and 9-year-old children compared to their counterparts who had average or higher sleep efficiency (Raikkonen et al., 2010). Likewise, more awakenings after sleep onset was related to greater total cortisol output in response to a psychosocial stressor among kindergarten children (Hatzinger et al., 2008). Poorer perceived sleep quality in adults has also been associated with greater cortisol responses to the cold-pressor task (Goodin et al., 2012), a stress induction that involves submerging a hand in ice-cold water. It is unknown whether these associations translate to adolescents and everyday experiences of
family-related stress. The current study expands this work by shifting the focus to everyday experiences of family stressors.

We focused particularly on family demands and conflict given that experience of these aspects of family functioning may change during adolescence. Additionally, prior work on adults suggests that family demands and conflict are impactful daily stressors (Bolger et al., 1989). Family demands refer to activities, responsibilities, and expectations placed upon adolescents by their families (e.g., household chores) (Fuligni et al., 2009). Family conflict refers to behaviors or threats of verbal, psychological, or physical aggression among family members (Straus, 1979).

Family demands and conflict tend to increase during adolescence and become prevalent in adolescents’ everyday lives (Keith et al., 1990; Telzer and Fuligni, 2009a). As adolescents develop an increased sense of autonomy, parents may increasingly entrust adolescents with and expect them to assist in various household and family tasks. Although contributing to the family unit can serve as a means of maintaining family connectedness (Telzer and Fuligni, 2009a), it can also become burdensome, especially in the face of simultaneously increasing demands in the social and academic domains. Indeed, helping care for family has been associated with negative outcomes, including elevated inflammation, poorer academic achievement, and substance use (Fuligni et al., 2009; Telzer and Fuligni, 2009b; Telzer et al., 2014). The development of autonomy may also render adolescents more willing to overtly disagree with their parents (Smollar and Youniss, 1989). Consequently, frequency and intensity of conflict with parents increases over the course of adolescence (Smetana et al., 2006). Although this may be part of normative adolescent development, high levels of conflict with parents during adolescence can have negative ramifications, such as increased risk for depression, substance use, and risky sexual behavior (Herrenkohl et al., 2012; Lyerly and Huber, 2013).

The goal of the present study was to evaluate sleep as a moderator of the relation between family demands and conflict and HPA axis functioning during adolescence. We examined family demands and conflict separately given that they reflect different aspects of family functioning and may therefore have different implications for HPA functioning. In support of this notion, previous research has demonstrated that various family stressors are differentially associated with different aspects of HPA functioning (Kuhlman et al., 2015; Laurent et al., 2014; Lovasco et al., 2012). Examining family demands and conflict separately can thus provide a more nuanced understanding of specific facets of the family environment that are relevant for HPA activity.

We assessed sleep behaviorally using actigraphy and focused specifically on sleep duration, sleep efficiency, and sleep latency because these sleep parameters have been associated with health-relevant outcomes (e.g., prehypertension, parasympathetic functioning, pain, inflammation, insulin resistance) among youth (Hall et al., 2015; Javaheri et al., 2008; Matthews et al., 2012; Michels et al., 2013; Palermo et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Colón et al., 2015). We conceptualize sleep on a continuum, and use the term “poor sleep” to refer to shorter sleep duration, lower sleep efficiency, and longer sleep latency, as has been done in previous research (Doane and Thurston, 2014; Kahlhöfer et al., 2016).

Based on the prior theoretical and empirical work reviewed above, we hypothesized that sleep would moderate the relation between family demands and family conflict and HPA axis functioning. More specifically, adolescents who have poorer sleep would exhibit a relation between family demands and conflict and altered HPA axis functioning, reflected as greater or decreased total cortisol output and/or CAR, flatter diurnal slopes, and/or higher bedtime levels of cortisol. In contrast, better sleep was hypothesized to attenuate the effects of family stress on HPA axis functioning.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants were 316 adolescents ($M_{age} = 16.40$ years, $SD = 0.74$; 136 males and 180 females) from European (29.1%), Latino (41.8%), Asian (23.1%), and other (6.0%) ethnic backgrounds. Most of the adolescents from Latino and Asian backgrounds were from immigrant families, with 5.3% of Latino and 37.0% of Asian adolescents being first-generation (i.e., foreign-born), and with 54.5% of Latinos and 61.6% of Asian adolescents being second generation (i.e., US-born with at least one foreign-born parent). The majority (90.2%) of adolescents from European backgrounds were third generation or greater (i.e., adolescent and both parents US-born).

Participants were mostly from middle-class backgrounds: median household income reported by primary caregivers was $50,000 (range = $0–$825,000). Primary caregivers also indicated their own and their spouse's highest level of education completed, using an 11-point scale (1 = some elementary school, 11 = graduated from medical, law, or graduate school). Averaging education across parents revealed that on average, adolescents’ parents completed some vocational or trade school ($M = 7.21, SD = 1.80$, range = 1.5–11). Approximately 14% of participants had parents with less than a high school diploma, 14.9% had parents with a high school diploma, 42.4% had parents who completed vocational trade school or some college, 16.8% had parents with a college degree, and 11.1% had parents who completed at least some medical, law, or graduate school.

2.2. Procedures

Adolescents and their primary caregivers were recruited from four high schools in the Los Angeles area via in-class presentations and study fliers and recruitment forms distributed in class and mailed to students’ homes. Families indicating interest on the recruitment forms were contacted and given more details about the study. Those who provided verbal parental consent were scheduled for an initial visit in participants’ homes or a local field research center. In the initial visit, study staff first obtained written consent, after which adolescents and their primary caregivers, usually biological mothers (89.5%), completed a set of questionnaires. Upon completion of the questionnaires, study staff provided participants with instructions for the daily diary portion of the study.

During the diary portion of the study, adolescents reported on their family demands, wore an actigraph watch, and provided saliva samples for cortisol. Each night for 15 consecutive days, adolescents completed four-page diary checklists of their social and emotional experiences. They were to complete the diary checklists before going to bed each night. During the first eight consecutive days, adolescents wore a wrist actigraph watch at night and completed morning diaries of their sleep from the previous night. During the first three days, participants provided saliva samples at 5 time points throughout the day: at waking, 15 min post-wake, 30 min post-wake, before dinner, and before bed. Although variables of interest were each assessed for a different number of days, it is important to note that we were interested in characterizing participants’ typical experiences in their daily lives. We used daily assessments to enhance measurement of their experiences, as conventional self-report measures are subject to cognitive and recall biases. Assessment of all variables was based on both weekdays and weekends. Each construct was assessed for a different number of days in order to minimize participant burden while following standard practice for assessing each construct.

To help ensure compliance, text messages were sent to adolescents throughout the day, reminding them when to complete the checklist, collect a saliva sample, and wear the actigraph watch.
Adolescents were also provided with time stampers (Dymo Corporation, Stamford, CT) and stamping booklets that were used to indicate when nightly diary checklists and morning sleep reports were completed and when saliva samples were collected. Each page in the stamping booklet corresponded to a particular day and listed in temporal order the checklists and saliva samples that were to be completed. The electronic time stampers imprint the current date and time and were pre-programmed with a security code to prevent participants from altering the pre-set date and time. Adolescents were instructed to stamp the booklet beside the appropriate heading (e.g., morning sleep report, saliva at wake up, etc.) each time they provided data.

Study staff returned to participants’ homes at the end of the daily diary period to collect completed materials. Adolescents were compensated $50 and received two movie passes if their daily checklists were completed correctly and on time. Bilingual study staff were available to conduct study procedures in English, Spanish, or Chinese, and all study materials were available in these languages. Seven participants (2.2%) completed the study in Chinese. The UCLA Institutional Review Board approved all study procedures.

Fig. 2. The interaction between family demands and (a) sleep latency and (b) sleep efficiency on CAR. Family demands were related to a blunted CAR among adolescents who had high sleep latency (i.e., above the mean) and low sleep efficiency (i.e., below the mean).
### Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age</td>
<td>16.39 (2.74)</td>
<td>14.50–20.50</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender</td>
<td>5.85 (1.77)</td>
<td>0–2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Parent education</td>
<td>5.80 (1.80)</td>
<td>4–7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. BMI</td>
<td>21.76 (5.15)</td>
<td>16.8–27.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Depressive demands</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Family conflict</td>
<td>0.24 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Family demands</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sleep latency</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sleep efficiency</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Sleep duration</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. AUC</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. PAR</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. DCS</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Bedtime control</td>
<td>0.29 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p < 0.05. PAR, Parietofrontal Index; AUC, area under the curve. AUC ≥ 0.05 indicates significant associations with psychological distress (Chung et al., 2009).

### 2.3. Measures

#### 2.3.1. Family stress

Each night for 15 consecutive nights, adolescents completed diary reports of their family demands and family conflict. Assessment of family demands consisted of two items. Participants indicated whether they had a lot of work at home or had a lot of demands made by their families. This measure was adapted from prior adult work focusing on daily stress and well-being (Bolger et al., 1989), and has previously been associated with negative outcomes among adolescents, including poorer academic performance and school attendance (Flook and Fuligni, 2008) and shorter sleep duration (Fuligni and Hardway, 2006). A summary variable was computed to represent the proportion of days out of the 15 days that adolescents endorsed at least one of the two items. First, the two items were summed for each given day (range: 0–2). This variable was then recoded to indicate whether family demands occurred that day (0 or 1). Lastly, the average was taken across days, which resulted in a summary score that represented the proportion of days that included family demands.

Family conflict was assessed with three items. Adolescents indicated whether their parents argued or whether they argued with one of their parents or other family member. This measure has been used with adolescents, showing significant associations with psychological distress (Chung et al., 2009). The same process for creating the family demands summary variable was used to create a family conflict summary variable to index the proportion of days adolescents experienced any one of the three items.

The majority of adolescents (approximately 94.5%) completed daily checklists for at least 14 days. On average, adolescents completed 14.62 (SD = 1.45) of the 15 daily checklists. Of the completed diaries for any given day, the vast majority (97.1–99.3%) was judged to be compliant (i.e., completed before noon the following day). For 84.3% of adolescents, family stress summary variables were based on 15 days, and 13.4% and 2.2% of adolescents had diary variables computed based on 10–14 days and fewer than 10 days, respectively.

#### 2.3.2. Sleep

Sleep was assessed using actigraphy (Micro Motionlogger Sleep Watch, Ambulatory Monitoring, Inc.), which measures movement to make inferences about sleep. Adolescents were instructed to wear the actigraph watch on their non-dominant wrist for eight consecutive nights. In addition, they were instructed to push a button on the actigraph watch to mark the following events: turning off the lights to sleep, getting out of bed in the middle of the night, and getting out of bed in the morning. Approximately 93% of adolescents (n = 294) wore the actigraph watches, and on average, these adolescents wore the actigraph watches for 6.58 out of 8 nights (SD = 1.45, Mdn = 7 nights). The majority wore the watches for at least 5 days: 28.9% wore them for 8 days, 33.3% wore them for 7 days, 23.1% wore them for 6 days, 4.4% wore them for 5 days, and 10.3% wore them for 4 or fewer days.

The software package Action4 (Ambulatory Monitoring, Inc.) was used to code and score actigraphy data. The first event marker indicating when lights were turned off to sleep and the last event marker indicating when participants got out of bed in the morning were used to determine the in-bed period. If event markers were absent on any given night, daily sleep reports were used.

Indices of sleep included sleep duration, efficiency, and latency. These indices were calculated by first scoring one-minute epochs using the Sadegh actigraph scoring algorithm (El-Shelkh et al., 2006; Sadegh et al., 1994; Wolfson et al., 2003). The first of at least three consecutive minutes of sleep were used to determine sleep onset time, and the last five or more consecutive minutes of sleep were used to determine sleep offset time (Acebo et al., 2005). Sleep peri-
ods were checked against the morning self-reports of the previous night’s sleep. Total sleep duration for each night was the total number of minutes scored as sleep during the in-bed period. Sleep efficiency was calculated as percentage of actual sleep during total time in bed, and sleep latency was the number of minutes taken to fall asleep. Sleep indices were averaged across the eight nights to compute adolescents’ mean sleep duration, sleep efficiency, and latency.

### 2.3.3. HPA-axis

Diurnal HPA-axis functioning was assessed by collecting five saliva samples using Salivettes (Sarstedt, Inc.) each day for three consecutive days. Participants were instructed to collect saliva before eating, drinking or brushing their teeth and to refrain from using tobacco products or consuming caffeinated products 30 min before saliva collection. Participants stored samples in their household refrigerators until research staff picked them up (typically 1-3 weeks). Samples were then stored in −80°C until shipped to the Laboratory of Biological Psychology at the Technical University of Dresden, Germany where they were assayed using high-sensitivity chemiluminescence-immunoassays (IBL International, Hamburg, Germany). The inter- and intra-assay coefficients of variation were below 8%.

Approximately 97.2% of participants (n = 307) provided at least one saliva sample across the three-day collection period. 96.2% (n = 304) provided all five samples for at least one day, and 86.1% (n = 272) provided all five samples on all three days. The majority of participants provided saliva samples on both weekdays and weekend days: 30.1% of participants provided samples on weekdays only.

Cortisol values greater than 60 nmol/L (n = 2) were set to missing. Cortisol values from two adolescents were also set to missing because these adolescents provided the same sampling time for all samples within a given day. Morning saliva samples that were considered non-compliant according to actigraphy-based estimations of wake time were also assigned as missing given that the estimation of CAR is sensitive to timing of samples relative to actual wake time (Dockray et al., 2008; Stalder et al., 2016). Samples were deemed non-compliant if they were provided past a 15-min window around the actigraph wake time, and around the 15- and 30-min mark after actigraph wake time. On any given day, 43–84 adolescents provided at least one non-compliant morning sample.

Cortisol values were log-transformed to correct for non-normality and used to compute total cortisol output (AUC), cortisol awakening response (CAR), cortisol decline over the day, and bedtime cortisol levels. All five samples were used to compute AUC with respect to ground using an established trapezoid formula (Pruessner et al., 2003). CAR was computed using two approaches found in previous HPA research (Rotenberg et al., 2012; Stalder et al., 2016). First, we subtracted wake sample from 30-min post-waking sample and divided by the fraction of hour between the samples. This reflects the rate of increase per hour (CAR). Second, we computed AUC with respect to increase using the three morning samples (CARI). Diurnal slope was computed by subtracting the 30-min post-waking sample from bedtime sample and dividing by the fraction of hour between the samples. We anchored the diurnal slope at the 30-min post-waking sample rather than the waking sample because anchoring the diurnal slope at the waking sample may yield less reliable estimates (Rotenberg et al., 2012). All indices were averaged across days.

Individual average HPA indices were missing for a particular day if any one of the relevant cortisol samples or sampling times was also missing. Thus, 70.8% of adolescents had values for AUC, 83.9% for CAR, 83.7% for diurnal slope, and 97.1% for bedtime cortisol. Of the participants who had values for HPA indices, 41.8–96.4% of adolescents’ HPA parameters were based on three sampling days. Approximately 2.61–35.74% had HPA parameters based on two sampling days, and 0.98–22.49% had HPA parameters based on one sampling day.

### 2.4. Statistical analysis

In order to reduce their influence on results, values beyond three SD’s on measures were set to be missing. Outlier screening identified four individuals below three SD’s on sleep efficiency, seven individuals above three SD’s on sleep latency, and three individuals below three SD’s on sleep duration. After excluding outliers and cortisol values from noncompliant saliva samples, 217 out of the 316 participants had complete data on all computed variables of interest and covariates. Less than 1% of adolescents had missing data for family stress variables, 7.6–9.2% for sleep indices, 2.9–21.2% for HPA indices, and up to 1.9% for covariates. Multiple imputation was conducted in order to minimize potential bias stemming from missing data. All study variables, potential confounds, and auxiliary variables were included in imputation models, and twenty datasets were generated.

A series of multiple linear regressions were conducted to examine whether sleep (i.e., duration, latency, and efficiency) moderated the association between family stress and the diurnal rhythm of the HPA axis. Potential confounding variables were first entered, followed by family stress, sleep, and then the family stress by sleep interaction term. Separate models were examined for each family stress, sleep, and HPA axis parameter. Observed significant interactions were followed up with tests of simple slopes using mean splits given that there were no individuals either above or below one standard deviation for the sleep indices.

Sociodemographic characteristics (i.e., age, gender, ethnicity, and parental education) and depressive symptoms were included as covariates in all models given that they have been associated with HPA axis functioning (DeSantis et al., 2007; Dowd et al., 2009; Stetler and Miller, 2011; Stroud et al., 2009; Uhart et al., 2006). Models also controlled for mean wake time across the three days of saliva sampling given that wake time has been related to diurnal functioning of the HPA axis (Zeiders et al., 2011).

Other potential covariates of cortisol include body mass index (BMI) (Champaneri et al., 2013), caffeine consumption (Lovallo et al., 2005), physical activity (Jacks et al., 2002), negative affect (Adam et al., 2006), and medication use. We examined whether these variables should be included as covariates. For medication use, 64 adolescents reported using some type of medication on at least one of the days on which saliva samples were collected. Medications included over the counter drugs such as aspirin, birth control, and prescription drugs for acne. Including potential covariates in the models did not alter results. Including these variables as covariates in the models did not alter results. Given that prior work has demonstrated differences in cortisol patterns on weekdays versus weekends (e.g., Karlamangla et al., 2013), we also examined whether weekday versus weekend should be included as a covariate. We tested mean differences in HPA indices between adolescents who provided saliva samples on weekend days and those who provided samples on weekdays only. We observed no mean differences, and controlling for weekday versus weekend did not alter results. Because controlling for these potential confounds did not change results, we report results from the more parsimonious models.

We also reran models using raw cortisol values and found that results remained unchanged. Although results from models using log-transformed HPA indices are reported, figures are based on models using raw cortisol values for interpretative and comparative purposes. All regression models were tested in the sample with complete cases (i.e., listwise deletion) and overall findings were the same. Given that missing data can bias estimates, the
pooled estimates from regression analyses of the imputed datasets are reported. All analyses were conducted using Stata 12.1.

3. Results

Participant characteristics are presented in Table 1. On average, adolescents reported having family demands on 12% of days (i.e., 1.8 days) and family conflict on 20% of days (i.e., 3 days) during the 15-day daily diary period. Approximately 4.5% of adolescents reported having demands on at least 50% of the 15 days, 12.1% had demands 26–50% of days, and 38.3% had demands on 1–25% of the days. Nearly 44.7% of adolescents reported having no family demands during the 15-day period. Family conflict occurred more frequently, with 9.6% of adolescents having family conflict on at least 50% of the 15 days, 22.4% had conflict 26–50% of the days, 44.7% had conflict on 1–25% of the days, and 23.6% reported having no family conflict during the 15-day period. In regards to sleep, adolescents obtained 7.46 h of sleep, took 10.73 min to fall sleep, and obtained over 90% sleep efficiency, on average. Approximately 32.7% of adolescents had sleep latency that was above the mean, 37.3% had below average levels of sleep efficiency, and 45.1% had below average levels of sleep duration.

Bivariate correlations among study variables are also presented in Table 1. Family conflict and demands were unrelated to indices of HPA axis functioning and sleep. By contrast, sleep was related to indices of the HPA axis. Specifically, longer sleep duration was related to lower AUC and a steeper diurnal slope. Poorer sleep efficiency and longer sleep latency were related to a shallower CAR.

3.1. Family demands

We first focused regression analyses on family demands and total cortisol output (i.e., AUC). As shown in Table 2 (column 3), the interaction between family demands and sleep efficiency approached statistical significance \( p = 0.06, 95\% \text{ CI} [−0.07, 0.30] \). As depicted in Fig. 1, greater family demands were related to lower AUC only among adolescents with lower sleep efficiency \( b(\text{SE}) = −14.73 (6.93), β = −0.23, p = 0.04, 95\% \text{ CI} [−28.52, −0.93] \). This association was non-significant among adolescents who had higher sleep efficiency \( b(\text{SE}) = 0.29 (3.64), β = 0.01, p = 0.94 95\% \text{ CI} [−9.09, 7.48] \). Adolescents with more family demands (i.e., above average) and lower sleep efficiency (i.e., below average) had a raw average AUC of 149.60 nmol/l whereas those with more family demands and higher sleep efficiency had a raw average AUC of 199.65 nmol/l.

Regression analyses next focused on specific parameters of the diurnal cortisol profile (i.e., CAR, CARI, diurnal slope, bedtime levels). For CAR, there was a significant interaction between family demands and sleep latency \( p = 0.01, 95\% \text{ CI} [−0.22, −0.03] \) and sleep efficiency \( p = 0.01, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.08, 0.48] \), as presented in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 2a, family demands were related to a smaller CAR only among adolescents with longer sleep latency \( b(\text{SE}) = −2.45 (0.93), β = −0.30, p = 0.01, 95\% \text{ CI} [−4.32, −0.59] \). Family demands were unrelated to CAR among those with shorter sleep latency \( b(\text{SE}) = −0.17 (0.47), β = −0.03, p = 0.72, 95\% \text{ CI} [−1.10, 0.76] \). Adolescents with more family demands and longer sleep latency had a raw average CAR of 7.89 nmol/l whereas those with more demands and shorter sleep latency had a raw average CAR of 12.68 nmol/l.

Similarly, among adolescents who had lower sleep efficiency, greater family demands were associated with a blunted CAR \( b(\text{SE}) = −3.00 (0.89), β = −0.34, p = 0.001, 95\% \text{ CI} [−4.76, −1.24] \); Fig. 2b). There was no significant association between family demands and CAR among adolescents with greater sleep efficiency \( b(\text{SE}) = −0.27 (0.46), β = −0.05, p = 0.57, 95\% \text{ CI} [−1.18, 0.64] \). Among adolescents with more family demands those who had lower sleep efficiency had a raw average CAR of 2.50 nmol/l whereas those with higher sleep efficiency had a raw average CAR of 15.07 nmol/l. None of the sleep indices moderated the association between family demands and CARI \( p’s = 0.41–0.69 \), diurnal slope \( p’s > 0.27–0.39 \), and bedtime cortisol levels \( p’s = 0.25–0.89 \).

The interaction between family demands and sleep efficiency approached significance for AUC and was significant for CAR. Given that CAR was included in the computation of AUC, we examined whether differences in CAR drove the interaction effect between family demands and sleep efficiency on AUC by adding CAR to the model predicting AUC. When controlling for CAR, the interactions between family demands and sleep efficiency was no longer significant in predicting AUC \( b(\text{SE}) = 0.02 (.13), β = 0.01, p = 0.87, 95\% \text{ CI} [−0.24, 0.29] \).

3.2. Family conflict

We conducted the same set of analyses with family conflict as the key family stress variable. None of the sleep indices moderated the link between family conflict and HPA indices \( p’s = 0.11–0.99 \).

3.3. Sensitivity analyses

Given that good estimation of typical sleep may require at least five nights of actigraphy data (Meitser et al., 2012), we also tested
the models while excluding adolescents with fewer than five nights of actigraphy data. Overall, results were not altered. The interaction between sleep efficiency and family demands on AUC became significant ($b$ (SE) = 1.75 (.77), $\beta$ = 0.14, $p$ = 0.02, 95% CI [.23, .32]). Both sleep latency and efficiency continued to interact with family demands to influence CAR.

We also tested models using temporally concurrent diary, actigraphy, and cortisol data given potential temporal issues that may influence results. There were no significant interactions between family stress variables and indices of sleep on HPA parameters.

### 4. Discussion

Research has established a link between family stress and alterations in the functioning of the HPA axis. However, the stress–HPA axis link has not always been observed and may depend on contextual and individual difference factors (e.g., Hanson and Chen, 2010). In the present study, we found that sleep moderated the relation between family stress and HPA axis functioning. Specifically, family demands were related to a smaller CAR among adolescents who took longer to fall asleep and slept less efficiently. In light of previous work reporting CAR mean increases of 4.35–8.73 mmol/l (Bäumler et al., 2013; Bouma et al., 2009; O’Donnell et al., 2013; Wust et al., 2000), the current findings suggest that more family demands in the context of poor sleep may lead to a blunted CAR.

Although the primary function of the CAR is not entirely clear, it is believed that the CAR may be adaptive in that it prepares one to effectively cope with the anticipated stressors of the day (Adam et al., 2006; Fries et al., 2009). Indeed, prior work has shown that a greater CAR is associated with attenuated distress responses to stress (Powell and Schlotz, 2012). Under burnout conditions, however, the HPA axis exhibits hypocortisolism, characterized by a blunted CAR (Chida and Steptoe, 2009; Oosterholt et al., 2015). Given that poorer sleep can be a stressor itself and lead to greater feelings of fatigue, family demands in the context of poorer sleep may become excessively burdensome, thereby leading to a state of hypocortisolism similar to that observed in burnt out individuals.

To the extent that a robust CAR is adaptive (i.e., facilitates coping) in the context of stress, adolescents with poorer sleep (i.e., longer latency or lower efficiency) and greater family demands may be at greater risk for the diseases to which stress contributes. Future research will need to determine whether adolescents with poor sleep and family demands continue to exhibit a blunted CAR over time.

The present findings highlight the role of sleep latency and efficiency as important modulators of the family demands–HPA axis link, raising the question of why sleep latency and efficiency may increase vulnerability to family demands. One possibility is that taking longer to fall asleep and sleeping less efficiency disrupts restorative processes of sleep. More specifically, sleep may be a coping mechanism that facilitates emotional and biological recovery from the challenges of the day and recalibrates systems to face challenges of the following day (Goldstein and Walker, 2014; Suchecki et al., 2012). As such, family demands in the context of taking longer to fall asleep and achieving lower sleep efficiency may lead to changes in HPA function.

Taking longer to fall asleep and sleeping less efficiently may also reflect cognitive and affective factors that render adolescents more susceptible to the effects of family demands. Cognitive and affective factors, including intrusive thoughts, negative affect, worry, and perception of threat, lead to a state of prolonged arousal or vigilance, delaying sleep onset (Dahl and Lewin, 2002; Hall et al., 1998; Kalmbach et al., 2014; Tang and Harvey, 2004; Wicklow and Espie, 2000; Wuyts et al., 2012; Zoccola et al., 2009) and decreasing sleep efficiency (Åkerstedt et al., 2007; Soderstrom et al., 2004). Taking longer to fall asleep and sleeping less efficiently, then, may indicate a decreased ability to regulate physiological, cognitive, and/or affective arousal (Dahl, 1995; Silk et al., 2007), which in turn, can disrupt physiological systems, including the HPA axis (Buchanan et al., 1999; Juster et al., 2012; Zoccola and Dickerson, 2012).

Sleep duration did not interact with family demands to influence HPA axis functioning in the present study. This is in line with prior work showing that lower sleep efficiency, but not sleep duration, among children was associated with altered cortisol levels in the context of a laboratory stressor (Raikonen et al., 2010). This and the present study assessed naturalistic sleep and severely short sleep duration or extreme sleep loss may be necessary to observe the effects on the stress–HPA link. Indeed, total sleep deprivation has been shown to disrupt HPA axis responses to stress (Minkel et al., 2014). Perhaps, then, in the context of more severely short sleep duration, family demands might be related to altered HPA axis functioning.

Sleep latency and efficiency interacted only with family demands, but not family conflict, to influence CAR. This differential finding is not surprising given that family demands and family conflict were only modestly correlated, which suggests that these different family stressors do not co-occur within families. A prior study also found that sleep quality interacted only with harsh parenting, but not with marital conflict, to influence cognitive functioning (El-Sheikh et al., 2014). Together, this and the current study underscore the importance of examining multiple dimensions of
family stress to better understand their implications for development.

Caution in interpreting results is warranted in light of the limitations of the present study. First, variables of interest were assessed at different times for varying duration. Although there may be concern over the temporal dynamics among these variables (e.g., Ross et al., 2014), daily assessment techniques are based on sampling experience and reflect one’s typical experience in his/her everyday life. Second, the correlational, cross-sectional nature of the study precludes conclusions regarding causality. However, past studies employing experimental designs have demonstrated that poor sleep increases biological sensitivity to stress (Franzen et al., 2011; Heffner et al., 2012; Minkel et al., 2014). Nevertheless, future studies should employ prospective designs to help clarify causal relations among naturally occurring stressors, mood, sleep and biological functioning.

Third, there is evidence suggesting that diurnal cortisol parameters based on three sampling days may not reflect individual differences in HPA axis functioning. In particular, studies have found low short-term stability in CAR and the diurnal slope and these HPA parameters are sensitive to situational factors that can result in their day-to-day fluctuations (Ross et al., 2014; Stalder et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014). Evidence suggests better short-term stability for total daily cortisol output (Roenberg et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). Suggestions on the number of sampling days have varied and depend on the specific HPA parameter. For CAR and AUC, researchers have recommended using at least three sampling days (Roenberg et al., 2012; Stalder et al., 2016), which we followed in the present study. Although more sampling days may be optimal for other indices of the HPA axis, especially for diurnal slope (Roenberg et al., 2012; Segerstrom et al., 2014), in large studies such as the current study, the number of sampling days is constrained by participant burden, concern over compliance, and financial resources.

Fourth, menstrual phase, which can affect HPA axis functioning (e.g., Kirschbaum et al., 1999), was not assessed in the present study. However, previous studies have also found that menstrual phase was unrelated to CAR among adolescents and adults (Bouma et al., 2009; Kudielka and Kirschbaum, 2003). Lastly, the generalizability of the findings is limited given that participants were sampled from the 10th and 11th grade students of four Los Angeles high schools. Given these limitations, future studies should examine the replicability of the present findings in other samples.

Despite these limitations, the present study extends previous research. The majority of past studies on the role of sleep on stress sensitivity among youth have focused on psychosocial outcomes (El-Sheikh et al., 2014; El-Sheikh et al., 2016; Lemola et al., 2012; Tu et al., 2015). Studies focusing on the HPA-axis have primarily relied on experimental induction of acute stress and sleep loss (Goodin et al., 2012; Raikkonen et al., 2010), which may not reflect naturalistic experiences. Our study suggests that poor sleep during the adolescent years may potentiate the effects of naturally-occurring family-related stress on biological functioning. Of note is that even relatively low exposure to family demands in the context of relatively poor sleep may lead to HPA alterations during adolescence, thereby conferring early risk for poor health. This finding is similar to research demonstrating that discrimination during adolescence and young adulthood, although experienced infrequently, can leave a biological residue manifested by altered HPA functioning (Zeiders et al., 2012; Zeiders et al., 2014).

The present study suggests that family demands may not always result in compromised biological health among adolescents. Rather, only in the context of longer sleep latency and lower sleep efficiency are family demands related to changes in HPA axis function. To the extent that adolescents continue to take longer to fall asleep or sleep less efficiently and experience family demands, they may be at greater risk for developing poor mental and physical health outcomes related to altered HPA axis functioning. Conversely, taking less time to fall asleep and sleeping more efficiently in the face of family demands may render adolescents less susceptible to HPA alterations and related poor health outcomes.
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